MicroRNAs have potential as diagnostic cancer biomarkers. The aim of this study was (1) to define microRNA expression patterns in formalin-fixed parafin-embedded tissue from pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, ampullary adenocarcinoma, normal pancreas and chronic pancreatitis without using micro-dissection and (2) to discover new diagnostic microRNAs and combinations of microRNAs in cancer tissue. The expression of 664 microRNAs in tissue from 170 pancreatic adenocarcinomas and 107 ampullary adenocarcinomas were analyzed using a commercial microRNA assay. Results were compared with chronic pancreatitis, normal pancreas and duodenal adenocarcinoma. In all, 43 microRNAs had higher and 41 microRNAs reduced expression in pancreatic cancer compared with normal pancreas. In all, 32 microRNAs were differently expressed in pancreatic adenocarcinoma compared with chronic pancreatitis (17 higher; 15 reduced). Several of these microRNAs have not before been related to diagnosis of pancreatic cancer (eg, miR-492, miR-614, miR-622). MiR-614, miR-492, miR-622, miR-135b* and miR-196 were most differently expressed. MicroRNA profiles of pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinomas were correlated (0.990). MicroRNA expression profiles for pancreatic cancer described in the literature were consistent with our findings, and the microRNA profile for pancreatic adenocarcinoma (miR-196b-miR-217) was validated. We identified a more significant expression profile, the difference between miR-411 and miR-198 (P ¼ 2.06 Â 10 À 54 ) and a diagnostic LASSO classifier using 19 microRNAs (sensitivity 98.5%; positive predictive value 97.8%; accuracy 97.0%). We also identified microRNA profiles to subclassify ampullary adenocarcinomas into pancreatobiliary or intestinal type. In conclusion, we found that combinations of two microRNAs could roughly separate neoplastic from nonneoplastic samples. A diagnostic 19 microRNA classifier was constructed which without micro-dissection could discriminate pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinomas from chronic pancreatitis and normal pancreas with high sensitivity and accuracy. Ongoing prospective studies will evaluate if these microRNA profiles are useful on fine-needle biopsies for early diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. Modern Pathology (2012Pathology ( ) 25, 1609Pathology ( -1622 doi:10.1038/modpathol.2012; published online 10 August 2012
Ductal adenocarcinomas are the most common pancreatic cancer. Twelve percent of all periampullary carcinomas are adenocarcinomas of the Ampulla of Vater (ampullary adenocarcinomas). 4, 5 These patients have a better prognosis with 5-year survival after surgery of 445%. 4, 5 One of the reasons is that even small ampullary adenocarcinomas cause jaundice and therefore more patients are operated at an early tumor stage and without lymph node metastasis. Furthermore, biological differences between pancreatic adenocarcinomas and ampullary adenocarcinomas exist. Ampullary adenocarcinomas are a heterogeneous group of pancreatobiliary adenocarcinomas deriving from the ductal epithelium and intestinal-like adenocarcinomas arising from intestinal mucosa of the papilla. Conflicting data have been reported about the frequency of these two histological types due to the absence of reliable and consistent histomorphological criteria for differential diagnosis. [6] [7] [8] [9] MicroRNAs are 19-25-nucleotide-long non-coding RNAs which after cleavage of a precursor into their mature form bind to the RNA-inducedsilencing-complex (RISC) and regulate gene expression posttranscriptionally by a binding of specific mRNA. MicroRNAs regulate many genes known to play important roles in oncogenesis, angiogenesis and tissue differentiation. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] In all, 1527 human microRNA sequences have been discovered to date and the number is increasing (miRBase. http:// www.mirbase.org, last accesses February 2012). A * in the name of a microRNA, for example, miR-148a* vs miR-148a, indicate microRNAs that originate from the same predicted precursor. MicroRNAs have highly tissue-specific expression patterns. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] In pancreatic adenocarcinomas, the expression of miR-15b, miR-21, miR-95, miR-103, miR-107, miR-148a, miR-155, miR-196a, miR-200, miR-210, miR-217, miR-221, miR-222 and miR-375 are different from tissue of normal pancreas and chronic pancreatitis. 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The results reported by Bloomston et al 20 and Szafranska et al 26 give promises of significant clinical impact of microRNA expression profiles to separate tissue from pancreatic adenocarcinomas from normal pancreas and chronic pancreatitis. The study by Szafranska et al 26 included a combination of two microRNAs (the difference between miR-196a and miR-217) to separate pancreatic adenocarcinomas and chronic pancreatitis (ASURAGEN-test).
Previous studies have been performed on relatively small groups of patients and some are performed with the use of micro-dissection or other tumor cell enrichment. 20, 21, 23, 24 MicroRNAs are stable in formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded samples. 28, 29 Tumor cells in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas are often located in small groups surrounded by an abundant stromal tissue 30 and information related to microRNAs from the stromal tissue may be lost if micro-dissection is applied.
The aim of this study was with the use of microRNA profiling to (1) define differences in microRNA expression patterns in formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue from pancreatic adenocarcinomas, ampullary adenocarcinomas, normal pancreas and chronic pancreatitis without using micro-dissection and (2) discover new diagnostic microRNAs and combinations of microRNAs in pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinoma tissue.
Materials and methods

Patients
In all, 277 patients operated with pancreatic resection at Herlev Hospital between 1976 and 2008. Included were only pancreatic adenocarcinomas of ductal origin (n ¼ 170) and ampullary adenocarcinomas (n ¼ 107) of both pancreatobiliary and intestinal type. Differentiation between pancreatic adenocarcinomas and ampullary adenocarcinoma subtypes was determined by a combination of gross pathology, microscopy and immunohistochemical analysis. In all, 257 patients underwent a pancreaticoduodenectomy (Whipple procedure), 13 a distal pancreatectomy and 7 a total pancreatectomy. An existing database with clinical information was updated March 2010. Characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 1 .
Controls
Archival formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue blocks from patients operated for chronic pancreatitis (n ¼ 23) and of normal pancreas (n ¼ 28) were 
Immunohistochemical Analysis
New sections from tumor tissue blocks from each patient were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and examined by two experienced pathologist (AR, TH). All tumors were classified and graded according to WHO Classification of Tumors. 31 Differentiation between pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinomas was determined by a combination of gross pathology and microscopy. The ampullary adenocarcinomas were subclassified into pancreatobiliary-or intestinal-type adenocarcinomas histologically and if necessary immunohistochemically by applying the following markers: cytokeratin 20, cytokeratin 7, CDX2, MUC1, MUC2 and MUC5.
MicroRNA Analysis
Three 10 mm sections were cut from each of the formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded samples for RNA extraction and placed in a sterile Eppendorf tube. MicroRNAs were extracted using the High Pure miRNA Isolation Kit (Roche). In brief, the tissue sections were deparaffinized in xylene and ethanol, treated with proteinase K, finally RNA was isolated using the one-column spin column protocol for total RNA. The Concentration of RNA was assessed by absorbance spectrometry on NanoDrop X-1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The microRNA profiling was performed on TaqMan s Array Human MicroRNA A þ B Cards v2.0 (Applied Biosystems) using the manufacture's reagents and instructions. Each array analyses 664 different human microRNAs and enables a comprehensive expression profile consistent with Sanger miRBase v14. Briefly, the RNA was transcribed into cDNA in two multiplex reactions each containing 200 ng of RNA and either Megaplex RT Primer A Pool or Pool B pool using the TaqMan MicroRNA Reverse Transcription Kit in a total volume of 14 ml. Prior to loading, the 12 cycle preamplification reaction was performed using 2.5 ml cDNA in a 25-ml reaction. Each of the arrays was loaded with 800 ml Universal PCR MasterMix assay containing 1/40 of the preamplification reaction and run on the 7900HT Fast RealTime PCR System.
Statistical Analysis
Raw C t -values where pre-processed in the following steps: (1) missing values and C t -values above 32 was flagged; (2) repeat measurements (excluding flagged values) were averaged; (3) features that were flagged in more than a given percent of samples were removed from the data set; (4) missing values were set to C t ¼ 40; (5) quantile normalization was performed. 32 For quality control of samples, the threshold in step 3 was set to 80%. Normalized data were inspected for outliers and potential technical bias from sample quality, purification date and card batch. No heavy technical bias was observed. Twenty-one samples were identified as outliers. Most samples' C t -density curves were bimodal with peaks around 29 and 40. In some cases, the peak around 40 was relatively high compared with the peak around 29 and these samples corresponded well to outliers identified by principal component analysis. We therefore removed samples from the data set if the ratio between the peaks at C t 432 vs C t o32 was above 0.9 (outlier criteria 1: density ratio 40.9) or if their average correlation (Pearson correlation) with other samples in the data set was below 0.70 (outlier criteria 2: average correlation o0.7). Samples that were close to failing both criteria were also categorized as outliers (outlier criteria 3: density ratio 40.8 and average correlation o0.77). Samples that passed quality control was pre-processed as described above with the threshold in step 3 now set to 95%. Analyses comparing DC t of two individual miRNAs between samples are based on un-normalized C t -values while the remaining analyses are based on normalized data. Hierarchical cluster analysis is based on '1-pearson correlation' distances and ward linkage. Two-class tests are based on Student's t-test assuming equal variance. Multi-class tests are based on F-tests assuming equal variance. P-values are corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni).
For classification, we have fitted a regularized multinomial regression model using LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage Selection Operator). 33 The advantage of this classification approach is that a feature selection step is included, in which the effects of most microRNAs are estimated to be exactly zero, thereby significantly reducing the number of included microRNAs in the final model without any external feature selection. In a data set containing a lot of covariates, LASSO can help to select a set of covariates that provide an efficient prediction. The complexity of the fitted model is controlled by the penalty factor l. The lower it is, the lower the penalty, resulting in more complex models, that is, more microRNAs (features included). Thus, À log l is used as a measure of model complexity. Classification performance was estimated by 10-fold cross-validation repeated 10 times. For each 10-fold cross-validation, the data set was split randomly into 10 equally sized test sets, while the remaining samples were used for model fitting. A performance graph showing sensitivity, positive predictive value and accuracy as a function of model complexity (number of microRNAs in the model) can be a help to select the most efficient model.
In the attempt to use microRNA expression profiles to subclassification of ampullary adenocarcinomas in pancreatobiliary and intestinal-like adenocarcinomas, we tried two different models. First, each of the ampullary cancer samples were compared with pancreatic and duodenal adenocarcinoma samples in terms of Pearson correlations (maximum average correlation). Then another LASSO classifier, using 10 Â 5-fold cross-validation, was fitted to separate ampullary adenocarcinomas into pancreatobiliary type or intestinal type with an expression profile more like duodenal adenocarcinoma. The ampullary adenocarcinoma samples were not used to fit the classifier, thus the classifier was made blind to the results of the histologically and immunohistochemically classification. Each sample was scored using the pancreatic vs duodenal adenocarcinoma classifier. If the pancreatic adenocarcinoma class score was 40.5 (the duodenal class score was o0.5) the sample was classified as pancreatobiliary type.
Results
RNA extraction was satisfying in all samples (mean 260/280 nm absorbance ratio ¼ 1.85). After exclusion of outliers (10 pancreatic adenocarcinomas; 11 ampullary adenocarcinomas), the final data set was pre-processed as described in 'Materials and methods', resulting in a data set comprising 307 samples (pancreatic adenocarcinomas n ¼ 160, ampullary adenocarcinomas n ¼ 96, chronic pancreatitis n ¼ 23 and normal n ¼ 28) and 475 microRNAs for statistical analysis. Outliers were distributed between tumor blocks of all ages, and no clustering related to the age of tumor blocks was found.
MicroRNA Expression Patterns in Pancreatic Cancer and Controls
We compared microRNA profiles of pancreatic adenocarcinomas, ampullary adenocarcinomas, chronic pancreatitis and normal pancreas using class comparison analysis. Table 2 shows all microRNAs significantly differentially expressed in the tissue-class comparison analysis.
Pancreatic adenocarcinomas vs normal pancreas.
Eighty-four miRNAs were differentially expressed between pancreatic adenocarcinoma and normal pancreas (43 microRNAs at higher level in adenocarcinoma; 41 microRNAs at lower level in adenocarcinoma) (Po0.05). Some selected microRNAs (selection based on P-values, dm-values, fold change and novelty) and comparison with other studies are shown in Table 3 . Nine of the significantly differentially expressed miRNAs described by Bloomston et al 20 were also found in our study (miR-21, miR-100*, miR-143/miR-143*, miR-148a, miR-148a*, miR-205, miR-210, miR-222 and miR-375). Eleven of the significantly differentially expressed miRNAs described by Szafranska et al 21, 26 were found in our study with very similar dm-values and fold change (miR-31, miR-130b, miR-143/miR-143*, miR-148a, miR-196b, miR-205, miR-210, miR-216, miR-217, miR-222/miR-222* and miR-375).
Only seven miRNAs described in pancreatic adenocarcinomas by both Bloomston and Szafranka could not be validated in our study. All miRNAs either up-or down-regulated compared with normal pancreas in other studies 20, 21, 26 were also significantly differentially expressed in our study before the strict Bonferonni correction for multiple comparisons, except miR-155 that was not present in our microRNA array (Table 2) .
Pancreatic adenocarcinomas vs chronic pancreatitis.
Thirty-two microRNAs were differentially expressed between pancreatic adenocarcinomas and pancreatitis (15 microRNAs at higher level in adenocarcinoma; 17 microRNAs at lower level in adenocarcinoma) (Po0.05) ( Table 1) . Some selected microRNAs (selection based on P-values, dm-values, fold change and novelty) and comparison with other studies are shown in Table 3 . MiR-148a was also found to be significantly down-regulated by Bloomston et al, 20 Szafranska et al 21, 26 also found that miR-148a, miR-196b, miR-196a and miR-205 were differentially expressed in pancreatic adenocarcinoma and chronic pancreatitis (Table 3) .
Pancreatic adenocarcinomas and chronic pancreatitis vs normal pancreas. MiR-198 and miR-650 had higher expression in both adenocarcinoma and chronic pancreatitis compared with normal pancreas tissue. MiR-130b, miR-141*, miR-194* and miR-219-1-3p had reduced expression in both adenocarcinoma and chronic pancreatitis ( Table 2) . The classifier performance graph showing sensitivity, positive predictive value and accuracy for a given model complexity is illustrated in Figure 2 . An average prediction accuracy of 0.98 was obtained at a complexity of 4.2. When examining the classification performance graph it appeared slightly over-fitted at the high model complexities. Therefore, we estimate that a more robust classifier exists at a model complexity around 3.5 where the curve breaks close to 98% prediction accuracy. When building a classifier on the full data set with this model complexity, the classifier uses the 19 microRNAs listed in Table 4 . This panel of microRNAs separates samples containing pancreatic or ampullary cancer cells from non-neoplastic tissue samples with a sensitivity of 0.985, a positive predictive value of 0.978 and an accuracy of 0.969. Supplementary Figure S2 shows a heat-map based on the 19 classifier microRNAs. Fourteen of the 19 microRNAs in this classifier are not included in earlier reports of microRNA profiles in pancreatic cancer tissue (miR-34c-5p, miR-122, miR-135b, P-values are Bonferroni corrected for multiple testing. P-values, dm and fold change for the microRNAs that are also found significantly differently expressed by Bloomston et al 20 and Szafranska et al 21, 26 are listed. a The difference of means (dm) column corresponds to the log2 fold change and is the difference between class means (1st tissue À 2nd tissue mean C t -values). If the value is positive, it means that the average C t is higher in the 1st tissue class and thus the microRNA is expressed at lower levels in the 1st class. If dm ¼ 1, then the microRNA is two times up-regulated in the 2nd tissue compared with the 1st tissue. If dm ¼ À 1, then the microRNA is two times down-regulated in the 2nd tissue compared with the 1st tissue. The fold change is 2 DDCt for qPCR data. b Dh corresponds to the dm-value used in our study and the other study by Szafranska et al. 
Simple Combinations of Two microRNAs to Separate Cancer from Controls
The difference in each patient's expression of miR196b and miR-217 (ie, the ASURAGEN-test) 26 in our setting is illustrated in Figure 3a . The Applied Biosystems assay measures only miR-196b, one nucleotide different from miR-196a. These two microRNAs could separate pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas from chronic pancreatitis (P ¼ 3.52 Â 10 À 7 ) and normal pancreas (P ¼ 8.59 Â 10 À 20 ). Figure 3b -d illustrate three other combinations of microRNAs (miR-411-miR-198; miR-614-miR-122; miR-614-miR-93*) that performed better than the ASURAGEN-test. The overall best combination to separate pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinomas from chronic pancreatitis and normal pancreas was the difference between miR-411 and miR-198 (P ¼ 4.64 Â 10 À 49 ). The difference in miR-614 and miR-122 was the best combination to separate pancreatic adenocarcinomas from chronic pancreatitis (P ¼ 7.76 Â 10 À 18 ) ( Table 5) .
Subclassification of Ampullary Adenocarcinomas by MicroRNA Expression Profiles
The 96 ampullary adenocarcinoma samples were subclassified into pancreatobiliary (n ¼ 48) or intestinal-type adenocarcinomas (n ¼ 48) histologically and immunohistochemically by two experienced pathologists (AR,TH). We applied two models for classification by microRNA expression profiles, both were done blinded to the results of the pathologists histological and immunohistochemical classification. For both classifiers we used our 160 pancreatic adenocarcinoma samples and 15 new duodenal adenocarcinoma samples (these were analyzed the same way as the other samples in this study). The ampullary adenocarcinoma samples were not used to fit the classifiers so we did not introduce a bias from the histological subclassification in our classifiers. The microRNA expression profile in all ampullary adenocarcinoma samples was highly correlated to both pancreatic (Pearson correlation ¼ 0.990) and duodenal adenocarcinomas (Pearson correlation ¼ 0.989). When Pearson correlation was used for subclassification of each ampullary adenocarcinoma sample, 53 samples were scored as pancreatic adenocarcinoma and 43 were scored as duodenal adenocarcinoma. Sixty-nine percent of the samples were scored in the same class as by the histological and immunohistochemical classification.
With the LASSO classifier fitted to separate ampullary adenocarcinomas into pancreatobiliary type or intestinal type with an expression profile more like duodenal adenocarcinoma, 79 samples scored as pancreatic adenocarcinoma and 17 scored as duodenal adenocarcinoma. Sixty-eight percent of the samples were scored in the same class as by histological and immunohistochemical classification. Supplementary Figure S3 shows the predicted subclasses of ampullary cancers when they are scored with the LASSO classifier. Supplementary  Table S4 gives the 10 best microRNAs to separate pancreatobiliary type and intestinal adenocarcinoma type by the same LASSO classifier. Sixteen samples were classified different than histological and immunohistochemical classification by both methods. Sixty-two percent of the samples were classified in the same subclass by both microRNA expression methods. Supplementary Table S5 shows the subclassification of all ampullary adenocarcinoma samples with different methods.
Discussion
This is one of the few larger microRNA studies of patients operated for pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinomas. We used non-microdissected formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tumor samples and tested 664 miRNAs, including several recently discovered microRNAs. The primary goals were to identify new diagnostic profiles of microRNAs for pancreatic cancer. We present three new combinations of two microRNAs (differences between miR-411 and miR-198, miR-614 and miR-122, miR-614 and miR-93*), which strongly discriminate pancreatic adenocarcinoma and ampullary adenocarcinoma tissue from chronic pancreatitis and normal pancreas, without the need of data normalization. Furthermore, the usefulness of the ASURAGEN-test (difference between miR-196b and miR-217) was confirmed in our study. We also present a new diagnostic panel of 19 microRNAs that separates the samples containing cancer cells from non-neoplastic tissue samples with high sensitivity (98.5%), positive predictive value (97.8%) and accuracy (96.9%). Fourteen of the 19 microRNAs in this classifier are not included in earlier reports of microRNA profiles in pancreatic cancer tissue. Although the statistical model and the use of 19 microRNAs make the LASSO classifier very robust, this model and the new combinations of two microRNAs need to be validated in a prospective study.
We found a high correlation between the micro-RNA expression in pancreatic adenocarcinoma and ampullary adenocarcinoma. Only five microRNAs were significantly differentially expressed between these two cancer types. MiR-492, miR-614, miR-198 and miR-196b were on top of the list of differentially expressed microRNAs in both pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinoma, and these microRNAs were among the most stable in our 19 microRNA diagnostic test.
For validation purposes, we compared our results of microRNA expression in pancreatic adenocarcinomas and controls with those of Bloomston et al 20 and Szafranska et al, 21, 26 and there was good agreement despite the use of different methods. Five microRNAs (up-regulated: miR-143/143*, miR-205, miR-210; down-regulated: miR-148a, miR-375) The stability measure indicates how certain we are that a microRNA is biologically important and would be a useful biomarker in an independent cohort.
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Diagnostic microRNA in pancreatic cancer were significantly differentially expressed between cancer and normal pancreas both in the present study and earlier studies. 20, 21, 26 The studies have all demonstrated that miR-148a was down-regulated in pancreatic adenocarcinomas compared with chronic pancreatitis. This group of microRNAs is therefore well validated for the purpose of separating pancreatic adenocarcinoma, normal pancreas and pancreatitis tissue. Only seven microRNAs described in pancreatic adenocarcinoma by both Bloomston et al 20 and Szafranka et al 21, 26 could not be validated in our study. However, all these microRNAs (either up-or down-regulated compared with normal pancreas) were also significantly differentially expressed in our study before Bonferonni correction for multiple comparisons, except miR-155 that was not present in our microRNA array. We found several new microRNAs related to pancreatic adenocarcinoma since we used a newly up-dated microRNA array that gives a comprehensive expression profile 21, 26 are performed with arrays comprehensive for the microRNAs which were described until 2008. Some of the new microRNAs related to pancreatic adenocarcinoma may have become apparent in our study because we used non-microdissected tumor samples where the stromal tissue can contribute to a distinct microRNA profile. The often prominent desmoplastic stroma in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas includes activation of fibroblasts and myofibroblasts transformation, inflammation, neovasculation and enhanced secretion of cytokines, matrix proteins and metalloproteinases. 30 This stroma plays a role in tumor proliferation, progression, angiogenesis, cell death and matrix remodeling. The observed microRNA expression profiles in each cancer sample may depend on the distribution of tumor cells and stromal tissue. Our study reflects daily clinical practice, where a needle biopsy is used to detect tumor cells in pancreas or metastasis. In the literature no microRNAs are yet described to be related to the development of fibrosis in pancreas.
The knowledge about the role of microRNA in pancreatic cancer and in cancer in general is constantly increasing. However, the role of many recently described microRNAs, like some of them in our study (eg, miR-492 and miR-614), is still undefined. After binding to the RISC microRNAs regulate gene expression posttranscriptionally by a binding of specific mRNA, depending on the target mRNA they can function as oncogene or tumor suppressor. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Several microRNAs or miR-families involved in stem cell signaling are identified, for example, miR-21 involved in self-renewal and apoptosis, the let-7 family and miR-200 family involved in pluripotency and cell differentiation. 34 The miR-200 family is down-regulated in cells undergoing epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT). EMT facilitates tissue remodeling in embryonic development and is an essential early step in tumor metastasizing. [35] [36] [37] Several oncogenic microRNAs are expressed in early stages of development in undifferentiated embryonic cells. However, their expression decreases in differentiated tissue, whereas the opposite holds true for tumor suppressive microRNAs. 34 Mir-141*, miR-200c* and miR-205 are members of the miR-200 family and we found them all down-regulated in pancreatic adenocarcinomas. MiR-21 was up-regulated in pancreatic adenocarcinomas in this and other studies and has been related to short survival. 20, 22, 38, 39 Increased miR-21 expression increases the proliferative and invasive potential in several types of cancer, it has anti-apoptotic and pro-angiogenesis properties and its expression may represent an adaptation to a hypoxic environment that favors cancer cell survival. 40 In accordance with others, we found that miR-148a, miR-216b and miR-217b were some of the miRNAs with the most significantly decreased expression in pancreatic adenocarcinomas compared with chronic pancreatitis and normal pancreas. 21, 39 Over-expression of miR-217 in pancreatic adenocarcinoma cells inhibits tumor cell growth in vivo and in vitro. 41 Expression of miR-217 is negatively related to KRAS expression. Up-regulation of miR-217 decreases KRAS protein level and reduces the constitutive phosphorylation of AKT in the downstream PI3K-AKT pathway involved in cell growth, differentiation, proliferation and survival. 41 Down-regulation of miR-148a is an early marker of pancreatic adenocarcinoma and is already decreased in pre-neoplastic PanIN lesions. 42 At least 27 target genes are known for miR-148a, including bladder cancer associated protein. 43 In our study, miR-148a expression is related to KRAS mutations in pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinoma.
Though, many of the microRNAs presented in this study are known to regulate stem cell and cancer cell signaling pathways, each microRNA can potentially regulate nummerous different mRNA in a complex regulatory network. Some of the newly described microRNAs in pancreatic adenocarcinoma have very abnormal expression and their role is still unclear.
We have tried to develop two methods to subclassify ampullary adenocarcinomas into pancreatobiliary or intestinal-type adenocarcinomas by the use of microRNA expression profiles. Both microRNAs classifiers were made with a panel of pancreatic and duodenal adenocarcinomas but without the use of the ampullary cancer samples. Thus, we did not introduce a bias from the histological subclassification in our classifiers. Interesting, 16 (17%) samples were classified different than the histologically and immunohistochemically classification by both microRNA classifiers. MicroRNAs are suggested to be new strong cancer classifiers and subclassifiers. 44 In conclusion, we identified systematic differences in microRNA expression between pancreas tissues, including both cancer cells and stroma, obtained from patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma and ampullary adenocarcinoma compared with tissue from patients with chronic pancreatitis and normal pancreas. Some of the most differentially expressed microRNAs play a role in normal development, homeostasis or oncogenesis. We identified three new simple combinations of two microRNAs, which roughly discriminate pancreatic and ampullary adenocarcinoma tissue from chronic pancreatitis and normal pancreas. We have then demonstrated that the expression of a panel of 19 microRNAs could separate cancer tissue from non-neoplastic tissue very precisely with sensitivity close to 99% and an accuracy of 97%. A prospective study with validation of our diagnostic microRNA models in FNAC-biopsies is ongoing.
